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archives / offices CCCB (Barcelona, 2009) 







Observations

- Specific tools for specific practices
- Archiving is part of the ecosystem of a 
cultural institution: Archiving starts now
-  Cultural institutions define their own terms 
of use
-  Start from generosity and not with control 
and restriction



The Radiated Library, Paul Otlet (1934)







Active Archives

Perspective
- Archiving is reflective work
- Digital objects thrive on distribution

Implications
- The institute/artist is prepared to release
- The institute/artist is prepared to receive back



Active Archives in process

- Software development
- Workshops, Worksessions, Sprints
- Interviews, Case studies
- Experiments, Prototypes
- Research, Exchange



workshop in Arteleku (San Sebastian, 2008)



workshop in Picasso Museum  (Barcelona, 2008)



worksession: Timed Text (Brussels, 2010) 



interview: Pilar Blesa (MNAC, Barcelona)



interview: PilarBlesa (MNAC, Barcelona)



Active Archives Video Wiki

- Breaks open the black box of on-line video
- Allows resources to remain in-place and on-
line (no central server)
- Invites users to write with video: annotation, 
transcription, tagging
- Supports assembling elements in novel 
compositions, no final cut.



  

http://activearchives.org/aaa/resources/358/
http://activearchives.org/aaa/resources/385/
http://activearchives.org/aaa/tags/Body/

http://activearchives.org/aaa/resources/358/
http://activearchives.org/aaa/resources/385/
http://activearchives.org/aaa/tags/Body/


The language of sharing





Problems of solutions

- Web 2.0 services encourage centralization;  
local tools are dropped
- Standardization as 'join or die'produces 
impoverished data
- Implementing standards adds overhead; 
process disconnected from practice



Digital data thrives on distribution

- Make materials available for re-use under clear 
conditions
- Allow for lightweight collaboration
- Share the care for data
- Avoid poverty through generalization,  
decontextualization
- Develop standards in dialog with practice, an 
iterative process





http://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&source=web&cd=5&ved=0CDMQFjAE&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fwww.version1.europeana.eu%2Fc%2Fdocument_library%2Fget_file
%3Fuuid%3D374c381f-a48b-4cf0-bbde-172cf03672a2%26groupId
%3D10602&rct=j&q=Linked%20Open%20Data%20Cultural
%20Institutions&ei=k65eTfCYHpOw8QO6t_2TDA&usg=AFQjCNG5-
_4OtQHwsMQtUFswx3y5ZSBg6A&cad=rja



europeana
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Active Archives

A tool conceived for cultural organisations, not 
a derivative.

An archiving tool for mixing media
A system that is collaboration-ready















Digital data thrives on distribution

- Make materials available for re-use under clear 
conditions
- Allow for lightweight collaboration
- Share the care for data
- Avoid poverty through generalization,  
decontextualization
- Develop standards in dialog with practice, an 
iterative process







Open Licenses



Open Licenses

http://www.activearchives.org
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